1952 mack truck

Mack Trucks has been selling heavy duty trucks and buses to the US military since Virtually
every model has been used. The majority have been commercial models designed and built by
Mack with their own components, but they have also designed and built military specification
tactical trucks. Before the US entered the war the Army had used small numbers of Mack trucks
in trials. First purchased by the UK, it was an immediate success in military service. The model
AC, with its well-known "Renault style" tapered hood, was introduced in A 4X2 with chain drive,
it was strong, reliable, and worked well in rough terrain. The US Army made it the only standard
truck over 5 tons. The model AP, introduced in , was an 8-ton 6x4 similar to but larger than the
AC. In the US Army bought them as prime movers and tank carriers. In addition to commercial
models Mack also designed and built a large number of tactical trucks. Because of their
proprietary, rather than common standard, design, many were exported to US allies. Tank
transmissions and marine diesels were also manufactured. The E series was introduced in as a
conventional or cabover 4x2 truck; larger models were also available as semi-tractors. It was a
modern design, with a closed cab, roll up windows, and auto type styling. Early models were
standard commercial models, with chrome trim and hubcaps, in all trucks became plainer. The
military model EH was a 5-ton on road 4x2 cargo truck. Early trucks had standard commercial
cabs, later open military cabs were used. The Mack LMSW ton 6x4 truck , introduced in , was a
commercial design heavy duty trucks larger than the E series. They had wide tandem rear axles
so oversize Models 23 and 39 went to the British, models 53 and 57 went to the Canadians. The
primary difference between the models was their bodies, Model 57s also had an open cab. They
were shipped partially knocked down , with the cab, chassis, and body shipped separately and
assembled at their destination. All Model 39s were shipped to India for use in the Far East.
Intended for the Panama Canal , some were sent to the British for use in the Pacific theater.
They had a 12 cubic yards 9. The NJU G was a military design 5-ton off-road 4x4 semi-tractor
used to tow bridging pontoons and equipment. Unlike most semi-tractors, all but 8 NJUs had a
large toolbox behind the cab to carry outboard engines and other tools used in bridge building.
Several other manufactures built standardized models of similar trucks, so only NJUs were
produced in â€” The NM was Mack's first tactical military vehicle. A 6-ton off-road artillery prime
mover used to tow AA guns and crews. Models 1, 2, and 3 had the enclosed cab from the
commercial L-model and commercial tires. Models 5, 6, 7, and 8 there was no NM-4 had open
cabs and military non-directional tires. Other than cabs and tires, NMs had only minor detail
differences. Over 8, of all models were built in â€” The NR G was ton 6x4 cargo trucks similar to
the L series. Originally intended for British use as light tank transporters in North Africa, they
had wide rear tandems so that oversize Other differences between models were body types,
some components, and minor details. All were exported as partly knocked down, with the
chassis, cab, and body shipped separately then assembled at their destination. Unlike most US
trucks they had diesel engines, making them valuable for long distance trips. Over 15, were built
between and , the most of any series. After the war, several Mack military trucks were
purchased as surplus by European owners. In Belgium, the ministry of provision bought Mack
NR in order to compensate a truck shortage and the destruction of railways during the war. In
the s Mack built US standard tactical trucks, as well as supplying commercial models for non
combat roles. The M54 officially M39 series G was a standardized military design 5-ton off-road
6x6 chassis, with many models. Designed by Mack, they used many components from the NO
series. Mack built Ms, used with a lowboy trailer to recover and transport tanks, and all Ms,
between and Mack also retrofitted gasoline engine Ms with the same engine [30] [31] [32] [33]. In
the R and similar DM series conventional commercial design were introduced. The US military
used many off the shelf models. Both R and DM were available with full-time all wheel drive.
Trucks sold overseas were often sold with military options, one of the most popular was the
sheet metal hood and fenders also available on commercial models. The US Air Force ordered
1, in The RST was a typical 6x4 commercial design semi-tractor. The RMRS was an ton 6x6
tactical truck. The Australian Army ordered with delivery starting in They had right-hand drive
and were assembled in Australia. Cargo, dump, prime mover, wrecker, fuel tanker, water tanker,
bridging, and concrete mixer models were built. The asphalt distributor was a 6x4. Twenty Foot
Equivalent Container Units can also be placed onto the vehicle for transport. However a delay in
delivery for a number of variants of the new vehicles means that a large number for RMRS
Vehicles are still in service in Mack is also involved in the Sherpa line of medium armored cars
and supplies components for military service. A semi-tractor, wrecker, fuel tanker and water
tanker are offered. The similar Vision is offered as a semi-tractor with sleeper cab. It is also
offered as a 4-door personnel carrier, an open roof model, and a lightweight mm howitzer
carrier. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Mack model EH trucks. Main article:
Mack NJU 5-ton 4x4 truck. Main article: Mack NM 6-ton 6x6 truck. Main article: Mack NR. Main
article: M54 5-ton 6x6 truck. Main article: M and M ton 6x6 trucks. Main article: Mack Granite.
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the Mack Brothers Company , it manufactured its first truck in and adopted its present name in
They also have additional assembly plants in Pennsylvania, Australia, and Venezuela. Mack
Trucks is one of the top producers in the vocational and on-road vehicle market, class 8
through class 13 [ citation needed ]. Mack trucks have been sold in 45 countries. Located near
its former Allentown corporate headquarters, The Macungie, Pennsylvania, manufacturing plant
produces all Mack products including Mack MP-series engines [ citation needed ]. According to
local historians [ who? Parts for Mack's right-hand-drive vehicles are produced in Brisbane ,
Australia, for worldwide distribution. The Venezuela operation is a complete knock down CKD
facility. Components are shipped from the United States to Caracas for final assembly. In
addition to its Macungie manufacturing facility , Mack also has a remanufacturing center in
Middletown, Pennsylvania. On August 14, , Mack Trucks announced a major restructuring plan
that included: [6]. This is a timeline of Mack Trucks history. Most of the information is taken
from the Mack history page at MackTrucks. Most of the information is taken from the Mack
History page at MackTrucks. Mack Trucks produced fire apparatuses from until The heavy-duty
AC, with its well-known tapered hood, was the truck which started the bulldog theme. There
were also commercial sales from ; the AC was well suited for logging and construction work. A
larger version, the AP, built between and , was an off-road haul truck used on Boulder Dam and
other large projects. Between its development in the late s and the beginning of production in
US military requirements changed and the truck was not needed. All NMs and most of the larger
NOs were exported as foreign aid. The Mack B series models were Mack's primary vehicle from
its introduction in until it was replaced by the R Series in B Models were commonly used as
semi tractors and in the construction industry. They were also used as fire engines and trucks,
sometimes with the roof of the cab removed. The lightweight RL model followed in , the RW
Superliner with a large, rectangular hood and grill in , and the setback front axle RB in the s. In
the s, the R, RW, and U series models were discontinued and the RB was introduced, mostly for
severe-duty applications. The hood was modified slightly for the model RB. The DM was the last
model to use this cab style, and was the last model of this family to be produced. By Mack was
producing 4- and 6-cylinder gasoline engines, and through continued to offer their own, in the
form of three diesel I6s. Engines by other manufacturers were often optional, supplied over the
years by Caterpillar , Cummins , Chrysler , Detroit Diesel , Hercules , Scania , and Waukesha.
The engine was introduced as an inline six in , as a V8 in , and as the intercooled inline six
series in This was an industry-changing event. The Maxidyne, with an operating range of â€” R.
M, and later â€” R. Previously, heavy trucks typically operated between R. Mack also produced
railroad cars and locomotives between and The company's trademark is the bulldog , which can
be found on the front of almost all Mack trucks. A gold-plated bulldog indicates the truck came
with all Mack drivetrain including the motor, transmission and axles. Mack trucks earned their
nickname during World War I , when the British government purchased the Mack AC for
supplying its front lines. Its pugnacious, blunt-nosed hood, tenacious performance, and
durability, reminded the soldiers of their country's mascot, the British Bulldog. The logo was
first used in for the AB chain drive models and became the official corporate logo in None were
US Army standard types, all were designed and built exclusively by Mack. Over 2, were built in
Several other manufactures built standardized models of similar trucks, so only were produced
in â€” Over 8, NMs and 2, NOs were built between and Intended for British use in North Africa,
they had Mack ED diesel engines, making them valuable for long distance trips. Over 15, were
built between and Mack developed a competing design, when the M39 was standardized Mack
built a relatively small number of M51 dump trucks. In the early s they took part in a short lived
program to retrofit some of the series with Mack END engines. Designed by Mack, using many
components from the NO series. Mack built Ms, used with a lowboy trailer to recover and
transport tanks, and all Ms, between and Later follow-up orders called for Ms and retrofitted

more with Cummins engines. There aint a driver or rig runnin' any line that seen nothin' but
taillights from 'Phantom ' ". Mack DM series dump trucks appeared prominently in Die Hard with
a Vengeance the third movie in the series. Maximum Overdrive is a horror tale of machinery
come to life which includes a truck stop with various vehicles. During a chase scene from the
film Fire Down Below , Steven Seagal 's character is rammed and chased by a Mack truck. The
beginning of Blake Crouch's best selling novel Pines has the main protagonist, Secret Service
Agent Ethan Burke, suffering temporary amnesia after the car he is traveling in crashes. He
believes he must seek out a person named "Mack" as it the only word he is able to recall. He
later realizes the significant of "Mack" is in fact his recollection of his vehicle being intentionally
hit by a Mack truck. A Mack Superliner, owned by J. Collins Pulling Team, is also officially
sponsored by Mack. Dale Gribble , a character from King of the Hill , is rarely seen without his
Mack cap. Ratzenberger's father drove a Mack truck to deliver oil for three decades. From
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Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original,
and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired
by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title.
This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat
and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Try it free for 14 days.
View Full Image. Truckin Magazine cool trucks. In a line of work where we get to make people's

dreams come true by publishing enthusiast's custom trucks, this is the first time I had the
pleasure to print a restored automotive classic that has actually saved lives. This '52 Model L
Mack fire pumper served the firefighters of Phoenix for 20 years. An iconic symbol, when
anyone sees a bright red fire engine, thoughts of pride, courage, and heroic acts come to mind.
For this reason and because he loved his life as a firefighter, Chief Alan Brunacini, of Phoenix,
purchased the Mack at a public auction in Some 32 years later, he and fellow retired firefighter,
Assistant Chief Bob "Hoot" Gibson, put the final touches on the completely-restored piece of
Americana and called it complete. Arriving at Alan's house in Phoenix, we couldn't help but
notice a large garage built next to the home. This structure was designed in the likeness of a fire
station, complete with large accordion doors, bell, and station placard. Opening the large
powered doors revealed the glory of two men's passion for over three decades. To say this
Mack L fire pumper is fire engine red is a true understatement, as it literally defines the vibrant
hue. Original down to the working Buckeye Roto-Rays rotating warning lights, this isn't your
typical Concours d'Elegance restoration. Blood, sweat, and tears ooze from every nook and
cranny, as each piece of brass was polished to a spit shine, each piece of gold leaf freshly spun
from the brush, and every safety tool in place and ready for action. A mechanical marvel, the '52
Mack L is powered by a running 1,ci Hall-Scott straight-six engine that looks better than new.
The huge engine rumbles to life with an occasional backfire, scaring all but the two retired
firefighters who get a kick out of watching people run for cover. With an onboard pump that can
send 1, gallons of water per minute to any burning structure, the Mack fire pumper stays true to
its name. The interior, with its huge steering wheel so many young firefighters tried to hold on
to, looks both functional and elegant. The seats were recovered in red leather and all the gauges
and switches were put back to good working order. Attention to detail is impeccable and
everywhere you look. Pulling the fire pumper out of the garage for this photo shoot, people
couldn't help but give the thumbs up, stop and stare, and even pull over to take their own
photos. This truck stirs emotion deep within, especially for the two retired firefighters who, in
their younger years, served their community on it everyday. In service as Engine One, the truck
was referred to as "", its equipment number. However, the number one seems more applicable
as this is quite possibly the finest example of an early-'50s fire engine in the world. Because of
two men's love for the brotherhood of firefighters and their perseverance to see this '52 Mack
get back to its glory days, they have unofficially raised the bar for early-model operational
restorations to incredible heights. Alan would like to thank Hoot for working beside him since
they were young firefighters, his wife Rita for her 32 years of understanding during the
restoration, his daughter, and Wayne Gibson, Hoot's son, who performed the gold leaf, lettering,
and pinstriping throughout the Mack. More Photos View Slideshow. By Dan Ward. Follow Truck
Trend Network Facebook. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I
prefer to receive offers and promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive
occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend
Network. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. Mega
Knockout- Ram Im hoping to bring this beauty home soon. Any thoughts on the value of this
mack. No motor or transmission. Just the way it sits in the pictures. The truck is exceptionally
clean. Aren't A30 trucks a lighter series truck? Or am I wrong on that? I can't put a value on it
either but judging from the pics and if you say it is in really good shape unless the person
knows nothing about it doubtful , it will cost you a good penny. Add to the fact that you wont
get an engine or trans plus other associated missing items it will end up being a project for
sure. You just have to decide how much you want it to hurt the pocket book. Let us know what
you end up buying it for. Not that we will sell our trucks but gives us a good idea of what the
market is doing. Good luck!! Lol ya I don't know either looks excellent good luck I would love to
have it lotta fun there man superdog would probably know bob. To put it together will take a
good bit of coin. But hey, try to get it for less. It may not be a A30 but something else like an
A40 or A That thing won't take a very big motor and I ended up with a DD A DD wont fit, a or 2
Mack, a cummins wont fit. Ask me how I know. Robert "I reject your reality and substitute my
own. Does it have just the in-cab fuel tank? Shouldn't the wheels be the old bud wobblers?
Head lights are aftermarket. Might be a different frame and running gear? My bet is the ID plate
is not original since the chassis number is missing and it is fastened on with screws, not rivets.
My first impression is it is actually an "E" model, but that could just be the grill modification
since both the "E" and the "A" share the same sheet metal. It would be a perfect candidate for a
Cummins 5. There are several out there and if it is properly done it makes a very clean
installation. Money, sex, and fire; everybody thinks everyone else is getting more than they are!
I don't think chasis is missing from plate,he just didn't get it in the pic. That's apretty
cool,straight old truck,that vintage sleeper really sets it off. Your right Mike, I missed the vent
windows, etc. The plate just doesn't look right to be perfectly un-scientific. I think I would try to

find an old bob tail straight job. Pull out all the running gear. Could make a nice good runner
outa it for just a few G's good luck My guess is this is an A50 chassis. You will note that there is
a cord for operating the air horns, and a small round air pressure gauge between the
speedometer and the gauge panel indicating air breaks which were not available on the A The
hood and wider fenders appear to me to bee from the larger trucksThe Guide Headlights will not
be cheap as they are sought after by hot rods. You can post now and register later. If you have
an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Value of a
Mack A30H. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Hahnzilla 0 Posted
September 8, Posted September 8, edited. Edited September 8, by Hahnzilla Just wanted to ad a
few things. Link to post Share on other sites. Posted September 8, Keith Pommerening Posted
September 8, Bigben89 3 Posted September 9, Posted September 9, Lol ya I don't know either
looks excellent good luck I would love to have it lotta fun there man superdog would probably
know bob Sent from my XT using Tapatalk. Jim It doesn't cost anything to pay attention. Keith
Pommerening Posted September 9, Posted September 9, edited. Those wheels are OK. That
style was available and seen usually on western trucks. The chassis number may also be on the
right front frame horn. Superdog 5, Posted September 9, Hahnzilla 0 Posted September 9,
Thanks for the intel I really appreciate it! I like the idea of the 5. Maddog 2, Posted September 9,
Posted September 10, Posted September 11, Join the conversation You can post now and
register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 2. Go to topic listing. Sign In
Sign Up. Mack Trucks, Inc. Mack offered heavy-duty commercial trucks, school buses and fire
engines. For many years leading up to the s, Mack kept its homely early postwar styling and
even continued to produce some chain-driven models through Mack sold two versions of the
B-Series: one offered in and the other in Mack of Allentown, Pennsylvania, manufactured a wide
range of medium-size heavy-duty trucks throughout the s. In , it launched the BJ line of threeand four-ton trucks, powered by a horsepower, six-cylinder gasoline engine. It also featured
front wheel brakes in an era in which vehicles only had rear wheel brakes. By , 5 to 8-ton models
became available, with optional tractor-trailer models with ton capacities. A BL version featured
Lockheed hydraulic brakes and ranged from 1 to 8 tons. The BQ model had a six-wheel chassis
for better stability under heavy loads. From to , Mack produced its L-Series trucks that
employed aluminum engine parts to keep weight down and to provide durability during distance
driving. In , the A-Series arrived with gross vehicle weight ratings of 17, to 40, pounds. The new
B-Series had a wider chassis and front axle to improve handling, especially on dirt roads in
logging areas. Mack dropped the truck's boxy look for a rounded cab, hood and fenders for a
more streamlined appearance. About , B-Series trucks left the assembly line before the R-Series
models replaced them in Many B-Series remained on the road in B-Series Macks initially
received a Cummins in-line six-cylinder diesel engine. It shared many characteristics of the
L-Series trucks with a Mack five-speed gearbox and Mack Duplexer auxiliary transmission. In ,
Mack introduced the END Thermodyne in-line six-cylinder diesel, which featured an
open-chamber, direct fuel-injection system. The standard Thermodyne generated between and
horsepower during its production run, while the turbocharged ENDT developed up to about
horsepower. Between and , about 80 percent of all Macks were equipped with the Thermodyne.
However, by the beginning of the s, more Macks began receiving the Cummins engine because
it generated more power than the Thermodyne and it matched the advanced Jacobs Engine
Brake system. In , the U. Navy awarded a contract to Mack for 33 B-Series fire pumpers. It was
the first time since that the Navy sought a Mack vehicle fleet. Ultimately, Mack supplied B-Series
fire trucks to cities, counties, and state and federal government fire agencies from to The Mack
were the first Navy pumper to have an enclosed cab. It was equipped with a Hale two-stage
pump that could generate gallons per minute from a gallon water tank. Its wheelbase was Rob
Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and
magazines. His experience ranges from legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Fire
Apparatus In , the U. Firetruck This is an outstanding example of a great truck. When someone
wanted the best fire truck money could buy they went out and got a Mack! In February , the East
Niceville volunteer fire department moved into the new station and accepted the districts first
fire truck, a 1, gallon Pumper truck donated by the Forestry department. The truck had only one
hose reel and in return for the truck the district obligated to assist the State Forestry
department in fighting wildfires. The following year
1979 chevy scottsdale
98 dodge ram 1500 stereo wire diagram
2000 ford f150 repair manual
the East Niceville bought its first fire truck, a used Mack Pumper with lots of old equipment.

This is the truck then : This is a very nice original truck that is ready for restoration or ready to
go to work. What a parade or show truck this would make!! Truck was running when parked a
few years ago and has been stored outside. Please check the pictures for details. Six cylinder
gas engine with 5 speed Manual Transmission Type 95 Fire Apparatus Local pick up, or buyer is
responsible for any and all shipping charges. Item will be loaded onto a pallet and prepared for
shipping. The Purchaser, upon acceptance of this offer and after payment in full has been
received , shall at his expense, remove the property by the date agreed. The highest winning
bidder agrees to make deposit payment within 48 hours of auction end and full payment within 7
days of auction end. None payment or deposit will result in ebay action. Contact the seller. Click
image to enlarge. This is a. Privacy Terms About.

